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FIGHTERS IN BATTLE OVER FRANCE

Electrical power and transformer stations between Paris and the Brest

Peninsula were targets today during one of the most comprehensive of recent

day-bombing operations.

While R.A.f. light bombers were returning from attacks on these industrial
and transport targets, British, Allied and Dominion fighters covered their with-

drawal and had many combats with the enemy over Northern france And the Channel,

A Boston squadron of the Fighting Trench had as their target a power station

on the outskirts of Paris, Crews saw bombs fall inside the target area.

Other Bostons and Mosquito squadrons attacked electrical station at various

points to the West,

A huge orange flame and .a smoke-cloud rose to 3000 feet and were visible 30
miles from the target, "It seemed that the oil cooled switches and transformers

had been hit and the oil set alight” said a member of one of the crews.

Most of the bombing was at a low level. "I saw my cannon shells bursting
on a switch gear", said one pilot, and another

, flying at aero feet caught a

German gun position in his sights and fired tracer at it.

His navigator, who saw the gun position at the same time, ducked because he

thought the coloured fire was coming up at him instead of going down from his own

aircraft.

Three Bostons are missing from one of these attacks.

The Luftwaffe made come determined attempts to interfere with the bombers
and their escorts and several air battles were fought by the defending Spitfires
and Typhoons, Canadian Spitfires destroyed six enemy aircraft.

Two of a formation of five FT 190’s which dived out of cloud and made .a head'

on attack on Typhoons were sent spinning into the sea off the Trench coast. The

Typhoons all returned to their base.

A Flight Lieutenant who shot down one of the FW 190’s said: "We were about

1000 feet above the sea when we saw a formation of the enemy diving on us out of
cloud. They came in head on and in the dog fights that ensued we got two of thorn".

Later in the afternoon Typhoon bombers of Tighter Command scored hits on

quays, railways sidings end sheds, when they bombed Blushing docks. Then, with

their bombe gone, they carried on attacks as fighters in the Ooster Schelde and

damaged by cannon-fire three "invasion type" barges. - which replied with machine

gin fire - and a mine-sweeper.

Escorting Typhoon fighters broke away as the docks were bombed and shot up
a 2,ooo'ton freighter off Yeere.

Later in the evening, hundreds of Spitfires were out again when Marauders

tool: up the offensive with a heavy attack on Beauvais Tille airfield, Many
.air battles were fought between the Luftwaffe end the British, allied, and Dominion

covering fighters, A Norwegian wing shot down five enemy aircraft and damaged others

in the fiercest of the battles.


